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GENERAL

Think safety Follow a definite plan for inspection
and safe operation Report or correct any unsafe
conditions immediately Always put safety first.

Don’t be a "cowboy:’ It may look flashy and fast, but
a real pro knows that a smooth, well-balanced work
cycle gets more work done ...  and prevents
machine wear and regrettable accidents

Be alert...  don’t be distracted.  Always keep your
eyes on a moving load..  .and if you must turn your
attention elsewhere, stop the machine first If you
can’t see the load, be sure to have a signalman in
full view.

Be a good housekeeper.   keep the deck clean,
free of oil, grease, rags, cables, chains, buckets,
barrels and other hazards Keep loose parts in a
tool box Use only non-flammable solutions for
cleaning Be sure your shoes are clean and dry
before operating brakes
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Inspect wire ropes daily and replace any worn,
badly frayed, broken or kinked ones.  Be
particularly careful about boom hoist ropes and
pendants.  Check end connections for wear.

Inspect your machine daily ..check for loose, worn
or damaged parts Report or correct any unsafe
conditions immediately...  and do not operate the
machine until they have been corrected.

Replace all missing or broken guards and panels
.they are put there to protect you.

Never tamper with safety devices.

Always have a fire extinguisher on hand and know
how to use it Check regularly-at least monthly to be
sure it is In working order.

Test all controls at start of shift to be sure they
are properly adjusted before beginning
operation.

Make sure no one is working on or close to
the machine before you start engine or begin
to move Check inside  outside.  .and
underneath.

Use caution when fueling Stop engine   do not
smoke  ..  never fill near an open flame Keep
metal funnels in contact with filler tube to
prevent static spark Turn off heater before
fueling
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GENERAL

Check your footing.  Your machine should be
on as sod and level a footing as possible
situation.  and you may have to build one in
certain situations to get a good working
foundation.  Use heavy timber mats on soft
ground where needed.  Never leave your
machine in a low spot where rains may wash
out your footing.

When traveling your machine-
�check bridges before crossing   make sure
they will support the weight of the machine

�check river depths when fording
by lowering dipper to gauge the depth.  Stop
and swing dipper side to side to detect any
boulders before proceeding.

�check clearances...  under bridges...  overhead lines .
or any overhead obstruction.  When side clearances are
tight, post a lookout...  and be sure there is clearance for
tail swing.

�when traveling with a load, snub the load to prevent
swaying if possible.  Never travel with near-capacity
loads.

�never travel a rubber-tired unit with a load over the
side.

�always move with the load behind in soft going... it
helps to raise the leading end of the crawlers and make
traveling safer.

�always set swing brakes when unit is idle or holding
loads for a period of time, especially on slopes If
swinging during travel is necessary, engage swing jaw
clutch before releasing brakes.

�never backup until you’re sure everyone is clear of the
machine.

�for long moves, position boom in direction of travel.

�block treads when moving uphill.  Be sure they are
blocked to prevent downhill movement before shifting
steering clutches.
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Never swing over workmen

Never get on or off a moving machine    and
never jump off Use both hands to mount and
dismount.

Take signals from only one person.  and use
the standard signals shown in this booklet.  If
other signals are going to be used, be sure
you and your signalman agree on them
beforehand

When making adjustments or repairs-
�stop the machine
�lower the boom or secure it against
dropping
�neutralize all controls.
�lock starter and remove ignition key to
make it inoperative
�display proper warning signs on controls of
machine
�keep hands, feet, clothing away from gears,
ropes, drums and sheaves
�never put your hands on wire rope when
climbing to the top of the cab.
�use a bar or stick to guide wire ropes onto
drums
�keep hands well away from fan drive while
engine is running
�safeguard your oiler ..  do not resume
operation until he gives you a positive "all
clear" signal
�replace all guards and shields before
resuming operation

Block under boom before disassembling.
Never stand on or under the boom during this
work.
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GENERAL

Never leave your machine-
�with a load in the air Land all loads before
leaving

�with engine running Shut power
off  set and lock brakes including swing
brakes..  engage all ratchets lock all controls
�before lowering high booms and engaging
boom hoist pawl
�without parking on level ground, parallel with
bank or grade
�before locking doors

Before disconnecting oil lines, if machine has
hydraulic controls, be sure to place boom on
the ground or in the boom rest.  Then move
the pedals and control levers to equalize
pressures within the cylinders.  Always
release any air supercharge on hydraulic
reservoir, and shut off engine (or de-clutch
pumps) before disconnecting oil lines.

Never exceed manufacturer’s rating
Remember that many machines have some
ratings limited by factors other than machine
stability

Don’t reach into hydraulic boom holes unless
the sections are securely anchored together.
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GENERAL

Lock turntable before traveling on highway.
Use house lock or swing brake, and lower
boom into rack to prevent swing.

When loading machine on trailer, always use
ramp, and if riot available, use blocking to
build one.

When traveling on the highway-
�operate truck with lights on
�use proper traffic warning flags and signs.

�for large units, use front or rear
flag vehicles, or two flag vehicles with 2-way
radios.
�check local laws
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CRANE OPERATION

Know the rated capacity of your crane  A safe
load depends on boom  lengths and working
radius Follow these suggestions to avoid
buckling the boom or tipping’

�know the radius of the load  .  remembering
that radius is measured from center of rotation
not from boom foot pin

�always operate within the rated capacity of
your machine

�the safe rated capacity includes weight of
hook, block and any materials handling
devices such as concrete bucket, magnet, etc.
Subtract the weight of all these to find the true
weight of the load you can handle safely

�safe ratings are based on operating the
machine on firm, level ground .  outriggers
should be properly extended and/or lowered
whenever possible

�avoid fast swings, hoists or sudden braking
these can cause overloads

�do not handle large, heavy loads in strong
winds. The wind can catch the load and create
an unstable condition.

Keep a sharp eye on workmen in elevated
areas   be careful to keep clear with swinging
or falling loads.

Never permit anyone to ride the load or the
hook.
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Keep boom away from all overhead lines
Treat all wires as hot until you have reliable
information to the contrary Watch your boom
clearance when traveling     uneven ground
may cause boom to weave or bob into power
lines If necessary to work near power lines,
check local or state codes If you hit a power
line’

�stay inside the cab until line is cleared or
power is shut off

�if you must leave the cab, be sure to jump
completely clear of the machine

It is useless to ground a crane by driving a
pipe into the ground

Make a "dry run" in tight areas   it will help you
determine the safest way to operate under
existing conditions.

Check loads before moving them.  First,
determine the load weight and check against
the capacity chart.  Be sure the load is well
secured ..lines are not kinked The hoist line
should be vertical When lifting, avoid sudden
starts and stops
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CRANE OPERATION

Use power lowering whenever possible.
When lowering heavy loads, keep hoist brake
as reserve.  Use safety pawl on the boom
hoist drum when boom lowering is not used.

Do not hoist two or more separately rigged
loads in one lift, even though the combined
load is within the crane’s rated capacity.

When using two machines to lift heavy or
unwieldy loads-
�use only one signalman.

�coordinate lifting plans with the
other operator before you begin.
�know the load distribution.  Arrange slings so
machines correctly share the load.

Always use the shortest boom possible .  .  .
and observe these precautions with any boom
length:

�make only vertical lifts ...  never
pull the load sideways.
�keep speed slow in lifting and lowering
loads.
�swing carefully, slowly .  .  and avoid boom
or jib "whippings”'
�don't let load strike boom or outriggers.
�allow maximum clearance between hook
block and head sheaves.
�keep near-capacity loads as close to the
ground as possible.
�avoid hitting nearby structures with boom.  If
you do, inspect boom prior to next lift.
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Test stability before lifting heavy loads.  Check
outrigger footing.  Lift load slightly off the
ground and stop ...  check machine for
movement and check to be sure the brakes
hold with the load elevated.  Never use
machine stability to determine capacity.  Load
capacity is determined before tipping.  If there
are any indications of tipping, the machine is
already overloaded.

When swinging, watch out for "old man"
centrifugal force.  Swing crane slowly to avoid
outward swing of the load.  If necessary,

attach a tagline device to the load to control
the swing.

Watch for boom "kickback:  ’ Never operate
with boom at a higher angle than shown on
the capacity plate Know what controls give
you emergency stopping.

Check your hitcher...  be sure he’s clear
before starting lift.  Make certain he securely
attaches the load.
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CRANE OPERATION

Control load at all times.  To prevent excess
motion during travel, use hand lines to guide
or snub the load.

Don’t use hoist lines for sling around the load
and never use discarded rope to make slings.

Don’t back crane carrying maximum load
away from load.  ..you may tip.

Look out for "two-blocking"...  caused when
hook block collides with boom point sheaves
Continuous pull on hoist lines can break the
cable or pull boom over cab on some types of
booms.  On hydraulically telescoping booms,
be sure to pay out hoist line when extending
and reel in hoist line when telescoping.

When using a magnet-
�be especially careful of workmen..  never
permit them to touch magnet or load.

�sound warning signal on every
load move ...  and keep sounding it until
workmen clear out of your path.
�never move loads over workmen ...  never
permit anyone to be underneath magnet or
load.
�don’t permit workmen to come between
magnet and any steel object.
�watch electromagnet power.  .  .  keep
terminal box cover tightly closed
�open magnet switch before connecting or
disconnecting magnet leads
�if necessary to position a load, make sure a
dry, wooden stick is used.
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CRANE OPERATION

Always use outriggers to make any lifts except
light loads with pick and carry units.  and
never lift a load forward of front outriggers
unless shown on manufacturer’s rating chart.

Lower outrigger jacks to completely.  remove
all {machine weight from tires and level unit to
safely reach machine’s full capacity.  Recheck
and if necessary reset outriggers between
heavy lifts.

Always extend outrigger beams completely.

Lock carrier air brakes "on" when operating...
and check air brakes’ pressure frequently.

Watch out for the carrier cab on truck-
mounted units when swinging the boom.
Keep boom high enough to swing clear of cab.
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EXCAVATOR OPERATION

When working in pit or high banks-
�keep check on pit men.  be quick to alert
them if a cave-in appears imminent.

�beware of caving edges and
overhanging banks... undercut edges may give
way...  banks may slide.
�always position machine to let you get away
quickly when digging high banks   a slide may
start.
�pull machine away from high banks or edges
before shutting down.

Know the exact location of buried utility lines...
mark them clearly.

Load trucks from the rear.  Never swing over
the truck cab...  and make sure the driver
remains out of the truck during loading.

Use caution on slopes ...  tipping can occur if
you:
�swing to the side when no boom is attached.

�suddenly start or stop swing when
boom point is elevated at high angle and load
is near the boom point.
�travel with load beyond safe operating
radius.
�swing load without raising boom to
compensate for changed radius.
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THE METRIC SYSTEM AND EQUIVALENTS
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